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UH-60 HELICOPTER REPAIRER (15T)

The UH-60 helicopter repairer is responsible for the maintenance of the UH-60 Helicopters (also known as the “Black Hawk”). With hundreds of Army missions depending on these helicopters, they must ensure that all of them are safe and ready to fly.

TRAINING

Job training for an UH-60 helicopter repairer requires 10 weeks of Basic Combat Training, and 15 weeks of Advanced Individual Training with on the job instruction. Part of this time is spent in the classroom and part in the field. Some of the skills you’ll learn are:

• Engine disassembly and repair
• Repair of aluminum, steel and fiberglass airframes/coverings
• Fix hydraulic, fuel and electrical systems

HELPFUL SKILLS

• Preference in mathematics and shop mechanics
• Interest in working with aircraft and engine mechanics
• Ability to use hand and power tools

CASH BONUSES

You could earn up to $40,000 in cash bonuses for enlisting under certain Military Occupational Specialties. Visit goarmy.com/home/jobs-in-demand to see if this one qualifies.

EDUCATION BENEFITS

In the Army, qualified students can earn full tuition, merit based scholarships, allowances for books and fees, plus an annual stipend for living expenses. Learn more: goarmy.com/benefits/education-benefits
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